STEPHEN VENABLES

Panch Chuli V
(Plates 56-58)

After Rajrambha we returned to the valley for a rest and two days later the
others came back jubilant from Panch Chuli II. We could have called it a day.
We could have spent the remaining time idling in the valley, just 'being'. I
could happily have devoted a few days to photographing the flowers on the
meadows beside the glacier. Every day the picture changed. While we were on
Rajrambha the tiny blades of Iris kumaonensis had suddenly sprouted purple
flowers, streaked and mottled like the skin of exotic reptiles. My favourite
primula Primula macrophylla was out, an even deeper vibrant purple. Mysterious grass-like spikes had suddenly materialised into fritillaries, their mottled
yellow lanterns echoing the pale trumpets of Lillium oxypetalum. Every day
brought new delights, new surprises. In 1937 Frank Smythe spent the entire
summer, right through the monsoon, exploring, climbing and collecting plants
in a valley near here. But just 'being' and looking can feel incomplete, too
passive, unless it is earned with the toil of achievement. Although we had all
succeeded on respectable objectives and were looking forward excitedly to
going home, I needed another project to fill our remaining ten days; even
though it meant exposing myself again to risk, I needed another prize to justify
my long absence from home. So I was glad when Chris and Harish suggested
that we travel round to the Pyunshani valley.
We had hoped all along that there might be a chance to investigate this
other western approach to the Panch Chulis. No climber had ever visited the
valley, and its cirque of peaks, including Panch Chulis III, IV and V, was
untouched. Now we had our chance. It took three days to descend, cross the
river, climb through steep forest over a ridge and then traverse down into the
parallel Pyunshani valley, where we set up our new Base Camp beside a stream
in a glade of birch trees. The convivial glow seduced me, as we relaxed at our
new home enveloped in the sweet scent of woodsmoke, enjoying the security
of the extended family that had by now become a passable surrogate for the
real family waiting at home. I wanted to linger, but we had to leave at dawn.
Harish, Monesh and Muslim planned to explore a glacier above the camp.
Chris, Stephen, Dick, Victor and I were to take a gamble and travel right up
onto the untrodden Panch Chuli glacier and attempt one of the main peaks at
the he·ad of the valley. We had five days before the porters would arrive to
dismantle Base Camp.
If anyone had a premonition of disaster it was Chris. It was he who
commented most darkly on the weather, which was steadily deteriorating as
the monsoon approached. It was he who remarked on the second day that if
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anything were to go wrong we really would be right out on a limb. But Dick,
usually a model of caution, was pressing to continue. I was perhaps the most
determined to stay in the game, despite the obviously deteriorating weather.
After earlier doubts and reservations I now had a totally compelling objective.
We had chosen Panch Chuli V because it was the highest and most remote of
the unclimbed peaks - a beautiful pyramid rising behind a barrier of icefalls.
Now on the second day we discovered just how complex those icefalls were.
But I love climbing icefalls, winding and weaving amongst the towers and
grottoes, absorbed fully in the fascinating business of finding a route. The
complexity and commitment of this approach, where no one had ever trodden
before, made the mountain all the more appealing.
On the third day it snowed. We dithered and debated, settling finally on a
compromise, stopping early to camp on a col at the foot of the final ridge - the
South Ridge of Panch Chuli V. It was a precarious colon a corniced crest, but
with three carpenters and an architect in the team the challenge was a pleasure
and we constructed a comfortable perch for the tents. To keep the momentum
going, Victor and I continued a short way up the ridge, fixing our two ropes
ready for a quick getaway should the ~eather look reasonable in the morning.
That evening Chris announced that he would not be coming to the summit.
Instead of trying to dissuade us from continuing, he offered generously to sit
and wait at the precarious camp, stuck on the ridge with no ropes and
virtually no food. Most of the cloud dispersed that night and the rest of us left
before dawn, at 3.30am.
Panch Chuli V gave us the best single pitch of climbing on the whole
expedition. It was just after dawn and Stephen Sustad was leading, shouting
with delight, as he hooked, bridged and laybacked up rocky flakes and ice
runnels on the flank of the ridge, completing a magnificent pitch of intricate
mixed climbing. It was a beautiful morning and the clouds, for the time being
at least, were keeping their distance. As Stephen and Dick led up eight pitches
of mixed climbing I dared to hope that we should be allowed to have our
summit as a perfect climax to the expedition. Then the angle eased and we
moved quickly on firm snow, talking blithely of 'walking' the remaining
distance to the top. It was foolish talk for we knew that on Rajrambha and on
Panch Chuli II we had all found white snow slopes changing quickly to brittle
ice. Here it was the same again. After one ropelength of easy walking, we were
back on the points of our crampons, teetering on glass. It meant moving
slowly, painfully slowly, stopping to put in ice screws for protection, and we
did not reach the summit until mid-afternoon, by which time it was snowing
and we were resigned to a long, slow, cold descent dragging on into the night.
We climbed Panch Chuli V at the last moment, by a remote, difficult route,
,and I was immensely pleased that we had made the effort to see it through.
The descent would just be a matter of patient hard work: then we could all go
home. We took it in turns to go first, setting up the abseils and traverses,
cutting bollards when the ice screws ran out. At nightfall we reached the steep
rock buttress. After stopping to fit headtorches we continued down very, very
slowly, shivering during the long waits at anchors, cursing dejectedly when the
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ropes stuck and we had to climb back up to free them. This cold black descent
was horrible but it was something we had all done before - just one of those
things you had to go through if you want to climb big mountains. Far away in
the valley we could see the lights of Munsiari. Then soon after midnight we
saw Chris's light at the tent a few hundred feet below and we knew that soon
we would be there, drinking hot sweet tea.
At about 2.30am Dick set off down on what would probably be the
penultimate rappel. After a long pause he shouted that he had the next anchor
organised and Sustad followed. When he joined Dick he realised that the steep
rocky section he had just descended was the hard pitch he had led on the way
up about 20 hours earlier. One more rappel down steep cliffs would probably
get us to the big snowfall level with the ridge camp. Victor went next and, as
he neared the bottom, I took out the back-ups to the abseil anchor - a
half-inch angle peg, hammered up to the hilt into a horizontal crack. It had
been tested thoroughly, not shifting a millimetre during three people's descent.
After an hour's shivering wait, it was good to be moving again. I clipped my
friction brake into the ropes, checked it carefully, unclipped my safety sling
from the anchor, then stepped off the ledge, leaning out to walk backwards
down a steep chimney.
I think 1 had gone about 20ft when the noise started. It was loud, metallic
and brutal, but I only realised gradually that it was happening to me. It took
me a while to understand that it was my body that was being subjected to this
vicious battering, punched and pummelled as I swooped,. bounced and
somersaulted down the mountain. And then I suddenly made the connection:
'Ah yes, of course - I'm on Panch Chuli. The peg came out. What a mean
~rick.' Looking back now, I still cannot remember the initial swoop - the
sudden awful lurch into the void. Nor can I remember the end - only the
extended battering in between, when time stopped. It was similar to the
incident when, as a small child, I was electrocuted by an overhead cable - the
same helpless passive acceptance of hideous violence, distorted outside normal
time and space. But this time I realised more precisely what was happening
and knew that I was dying.
Victor, Sustad and Dick were waiting, shivering, at the next stance. They
were trying to sort out the twisted rope ends and get one threaded through the
new anchor when they heard the noise. At first they thought it was rockfall.
Then they saw the long dark shape crashing past in a blaze of sparks as
crampons and ice axes clashed on the rocks, and someone said, The anchor
pulled.'. The ropes were whipping past, but through some miracle the kinked
ends were twisted around Dick's leg. He and Victor grabbed instinctively,
holding tight just as my weight finally came onto the far ends and my body slid
on its friction brake to the joining knot, 150ft below them. There was a long,
long silence. Then, while they tied the rope ends into the belay, they started to
shout down; but there was no reply from the deadweight below.
I awoke to grey silence. I was hanging on a 45 degree snowfield, face pressed
against the slope, the ropes twisted tight around my shoulders. I was surprised
to be alive, but there was no joy: only a dull self-pity. I thought immediately
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about Rosie and my baby son Oliver - the two faces waving goodbye six
weeks earlier - and realised guiltily that I had almost deserted them. Then I
looked up into the first glimmer of dawn. The two ropes stretched up into
silence. Where was I? What had held the ropes? What about the others? Had
they been pulled off? I moaned, 'Is anyone there?'
There was no answer at first, so I began to organise myself, discovering
quickly that my right leg was smashed, with a bloody hole just under the knee.
The slightest movement sent spasms of pain through the leg. Then I tried to
stand on my left leg but the foot seemed strangely disconnected. The crampon
was hanging loose from the boot and later I noticed that the front points were
drastically buckled from the force of the fall. I was going to need help. I
shouted, louder this time, desperate for reassurance. 'Is anyone there?' This
time they answered and torchlight appeared on the cliffs above.
'I've broken my legs.'
'Just wait there and we'll come down as quickly as possible.'
'I'll try and get my weight off the ropes.'
It was more for my own sake than theirs. The harness was burning into my
groin and I wanted desperately to sit up. So I fought with my ice axes, pulling
them from their holsters, sticking one into the slope, pulling up on battered
aching muscles and chopping a seat with the other axe. Then I had to lift
myself into it. That meant kicking in my left heel and pushing hard on the
broken ankle, dragging the smashed right leg behind and groaning with the
pain of it all, terrified of fainting and falling back on the ropes. Then I had to
repeat the whole process again, onto a higher seat, where at last I could relax
and wait, free from the taut oppression of the ropes.
By the time Victor reached me it was light. We had been on the move for
over 24 hours, with no rest and only a litre of liquid between the four of us.
We were exhausted and now we were suddenly faced with a long day's hard
work. Victor dressed the wound in my right knee, splinted the leg and tied up
the bloody mess in a rucksack. 5ustad helped Dick organise a safe belay, then
set off across the slope to tell Chris what had happened and help him
dismantle the camp. It would have been impossible to drag me across to the
precarious ridge. Instead, Victor and Dick had to lower me nearly IOooft
down the snowfield to the glacier bowl, where we could camp on less steep
ground.
The lower took several hours. I was soaked, shivering and exhausted but
slowly realising my incredible luck, surviving a 300ft fall with no spinal or
head injuries, then being stopped by Dick's instinctive quick thinking from a
further IOooft slide. It was also wonderful to know that I had four of the
world's most competent Himalayan climbers looking after me. Whatever
happened, they would see that we escaped. They got on quietly with the job
while I concentrated on the bloody lump that had been my right leg. I was too
self-obsessed to notice Chris, heavily laden, lose his balance and nosedive
500ft down the slope, shooting across the distant bergschrund onto the
glacier. Hours later, when I was finally lowered over the gap onto the glacier,
he hardly bothered to mention his own accident. He too had been very lucky,
escaping with just some cuts on his face.
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They dragged me across the glacier bowl, bumping and twisting over old
avalanche debris, screaming with pain, to the tents. Then at last, 36 hours
after setting out on our summit climb, we could all rest and relax. Early the
next morning Chris and Sustad set off down to get help, leaving Dick and
Vietor to nurse me in the tent.
We waited four days, in a strange limbo, isolated in the bowl under Panch
Chuli V, cut off from the world by a great barrier of tumbling icefalls, yet
talking and dreaming of the world below, confident that Chris and Harish,
with all their combined prestige and diplomatic skill, would ensure that we
eventually returned to that world. On the third afternoon Dick suddenly heard
the faint sound of a distant helicopter. But it faded and vanished. We had now
run out of food. Even the last tea-bag was finished and we had no idea how
much longer we would have to wait; so that night Victor and Dick descended
the icefalls to a pre-arranged spot where Sustad had promised to bring up a
cache of food. If the cache was not there, they said, they would carry on down,
because without food they would be too weak to climb back up to me.
I was woken in the middle of the night by the roar of an avalanche crashing
into the bowl. For a moment I was terrified that it was coming for the tent;
then I realised it was the huge ice tower that collapsed regularly, sweeping the
bowl further down. A few minutes later there was another great crash, then I
went back to sleep. Just before dawn I was woken again, this time by Dick and
Victor returning.
'What was it like?', I asked.
'Very frightening.'
The icefalls had crumpled and shifted almost out of recognition, but Victor
and Dick managed to find a route, successfully reaching the cache which
Sustad had carried up after only a short rest at Base Camp. They had eaten a
snack and then started back up. Just before they traversed into the upper bowl
the first avalanche swept across the route, devastating the whole area with
pulverised ice. Only a few moments after they had picked their way through
the debris, the second avalanche wiped out their tracks behind them. Our
mountain bowl seemed increasingly to be a cruel hostile trap, fulfilling all
Chris's premonitions. We had had enough. We wanted to go home.
That fourth morning we heard the helicopter again. Dick and Victor rushed
into action, helping me on with my harness and packing up my gear, but after
a few moments the sound faded away. Later that morning they cooked a meal
- a proper meal with real onions and real potatoes. What a hero Sustad had
been to climb all the way back with the cache, only a day after his exhausting
descent, bringing us enough food to restore strength and hope. After lunch we
were chatting idly when Dick suddenly shouted, 'There it is!' And this time it
really was coming closer to fetch us. Within minutes I was sitting outside in
the snow, staring happily down the valley. There was a gap in the clouds and
climbing up through that gap there was a tiny dark insect. It came steadily
closer, zigzagging backwards and forwards, testing the air. Soon we could
make out the tricolour of the Indian Airforce, then two masked faces inside
the perspex shell, as the helicopter moved in to hover in front of us, shattering
the air with its pulsating noise.
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We had assumed naively that if a helicopter came it would have a winch and
that there would be rescue experts to help pick me up. Now we realised that
there was no sophisticated equipment. We could see the faces of the pilot and
co-pilot, tense with concentration, fully occupied just keeping their tiny
Cheetah craft steady. Afterwards they explained that at that altitude, about
18,500ft, they had to take turns at sucking oxygen, while the other man held
the controls. They also had to keep wiping the windows clear of freezing
condensation, staring out anxiously at the rotor blades scything within feet of
the slope. During my four days in the tent I had forgotten that it was pitched
on a ledge, cut from a 30 degree slope. There was no flat landing site, but
without a winch the helicopter had somehow to touch down to pick me up.
The pilots spent half an hour experimenting. At one point I thought that
they were going to give up and leave us, waiting God knows how many days
for a stretcher party to bump my shattered legs all the way down those
tortuous icefalls. But then we understood from the pilot'S gesticulations that
he wanted us to move the tents. Dick held down all the loose objects at a safe
distance while Victor dragged me to one end of the ledge and held me there,
head down, staring, mesmerised by tlie giant pulsating insect, so loud and
powerful yet so fragile, hanging in the air with its great blades chopping close
to our faces. Five times it touched nervously at the ledge, balancing the tip of
one skid on the packed surface, before backing off. Then at last it held still,
poised precariously while the co-pilot flung open the door and motioned to
Victor to get me in.
Victor pushed and I pulled. I stuck, halfway through the door, unable to get
any further. I could see the fear in the co-pilot's eyes as he looked sideways,
staring at the rotor blades slicing within a foot or two of the slope. At one
point I nearly gave up, resigned to taking off draped over the skid, hanging
free. But terror forced me to try once more to get into the cockpit. I gesticulated to Victor to lift my better foot onto the footplate, giving me some
leverage to push my body back and up into the cockpit. Then I pulled on
bruised aching chest muscles, yanking the bad leg behind me like a snapped
branch, screaming with the pain as bits of shattered bone grated inside the
knee.
I made it. The co-pilot slammed the door shut and with a quick wave we
left, escaping down the valley before the clouds cut off our retreat. The
co-pilot turned round, smiling with the release of tension. I just said. 'Thank
you very much. You are very brave men.'
'No,' he replied, 'it is not us. It is God we must thank.' My eyes prickled
with tears of relief as I stared down at the shattered chaos of the icefalls
tumbling dizzily beneath us, then back up at the two men in front of me, who
had risked their lives, flying this miraculous machine so close to its altitude
limit. In a few moments we had left the Panch Chuli glacier behind and the
land beneath us was dark green, streaked with pale ribbons of water. We
skimmed over the forest, past the valley fork, past the waterfalls where we had
camped on the way in all those weeks ago, then over the roofs of Ringo
village, across a ridge, over the Goriganga valley and down, slowing gently, to
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the football pitch in Munsiari where Pasang, Monesh, Muslim, Harish and
Chris were waiting to welcome me back to earth.
I wanted to stay with the others and wait till Dick, Sustad and Victor were
safely down. Instead of the institutional regime of a military hospital, I wanted
to be with my friends, celebrating our successful expedition and my miraculous escape. For it was a double miracle: first that I was not killed or paralysed
in the fall and second that within four days of the accident a helicopter arrived
at the head of that remote Himalayan glacier to make an extraordinarily
dangerous pick-up. But Harish al}d Chris were adamant. I had to get to
hospital immediately and as soon as Harish had finished trying to force food
down my throat the helicopter took off again. There was time for a quick last
look at the Panch Chulis, just visible amongst the clouds, then we left,
descending right over the Himalaya, down, down and down to the immense
northern plain of India, where the white egrets flew just below us, skimming
the dusty brown fields which would be drenched any day now by the first
outburst of the monsoon. For the moment at least I was very glad to leave the
mountains far behind.
Summary: In June 1992 Dick Renshaw, Victor Saunders, Stephen Sustad and
Stephen Venables made the first ascent of Panch Chuli V (6437m), via the S
ridge. During the descent Stephen Venables survived an abseil anchor failure
and was helicoptered out with serious injuries in a very difficult rescue
operation. The ascent of Panch Chuli V was part of the Indian British Panch
Chuli Expedition led by Chris Bonington (who helped with the rescue on the
mountain) and Harish Kapadia.

